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Frequently bought together

Total price: $49.85
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Add all three to Cart

Add all three to List

This item:Rejuvenating, Stimulating & Uplifting Aromatherapy Dead Sea Bath Salts -
Vi-Tae® 'No Worries! Be… $9.95

“DETOX & SLIM DOWN” - 100% Pure Dead Sea Bath Salts / Cleanse, Purify & Fight
Cellulite / Rich In… $24.95

Anti Cellulite Treatment Massage Oil - All Natural Ingredients – Penetrates Skin 6X
Deeper Than… $14.95

Sponsored products related to this
item (What's this?)
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Rejuvenating, Stimulating & Uplifting Aromatherapy Dead Sea
Bath Salts - Vi-Tae® 'No Worries! Be Happy!', 16...  Vi-Tae®

    532 customer reviews | 18 answered questions   

About the product

2+

    

*Revitalize Skin Tone-Vi-tae’s No Worries, Be Happy bath salt contains Frankincense,
which helps smooth your skin to reduce wrinkles, and gives you beautiful-looking skin to
beam with confidence.
*Boost Your Mood-With the powerful meditative traits of Hawaiian Sandalwood Essential
Oils and Frankincense, No Worries, Be Happy has a pleasant scent that keeps your
brain relaxed, and helps promote positive thoughts---leading to a longer lifespan.
*Ease Nervous Tension- No Worries, Be Happy also includes Lemon Myrtle, a flowering
plant that enhances aroma to give you a calming effect to ease anxiety, resulting inMore  

$9.95 $22.50 $9.95

$13.32 $9.95 $9.95

$9.95 $13.32 $22.50

$9.95

Price: $38.00

Sale: $9.95 

FREE Shipping on orders over $25—or get FREE Two-
Day Shipping with Amazon Prime

You Save: $28.05 (74%)
View promotion details  1 Applicable Promotion(s) 

In Stock. Sold by Vi-Tae® and Fulfilled by Amazon. Gift-wrap
available.

11 Sizes: No Worries! Be Happy! 16oz

Want it tomorrow, Sept. 9? Order within 14 hrs 25 mins and
choose One-Day Shipping at checkout. Details

Share     

Breathe Easy!
Sleep Tight!…

16oz

Bye Bye Flare
Ups 16oz

No Worries! Be
Happy! 16oz

Turn on 1-click ordering

Ship to: chantilly, 20151 

Yes, I want FREE Two-Day Shipping with Amazon Prime

Qty: 1

Add to List
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Special offers and product promotions
Size: No Worries! Be Happy! 16oz

Special Promo SAVE 76 PERCENT (NOW ONLY $9) For A Limited Time. Enter code CZCMTUWG at checkout. Here's how (restrictions apply)

Product description
Size:No Worries! Be Happy! 16oz

Now You Can Ease Your Mind and Restore Your Skin With This Breakthrough Bath Product

The sweet scents of aroma that includes Frankicense, Hawaiian Sandalwod and Lemony Myrtle will calm your nerves and soften the skin, thus helping you combat
the effects of aging. With its potent healing elements, No Worries, Be Happy’s Dead Sea Salt restores dry and cracked skin for a more attractive look.

You’ll completely turn back the clock, and feel a new burst of energy to revive your spirits.

When you try this revolutionary bath product, you’ll experience:

A sweet, pleasant smell made to stimulate relaxation
Positive mood swings for a happier and healthier lifestyle
Renewed energy to increase daily productivity
Improved skin tissue to give you a younger look
Less stress so you can focus more at home or at work

Now is the time to take advantage of this amazing bath product, so act TODAY! It’s time for a better complexion and less tension, and if for any reason you aren’t
satisfied with Vi-tae’s No Worries, Be Happy product, you’ll receive a 30-day 100% FULL MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE!

*Your Purchase Includes an EXTENDED 1-Year Guarantee - Satisfaction or Your Money Back!

*Order Vi-Tae’s 'No Worries! Be Happy Today! Now is your chance to make a real difference in your mind, body, and soul!

*Stock is limited.

Product details
Size: No Worries! Be Happy! 16oz

Item Weight: 1 pounds

Shipping Weight: 1.1 pounds (View shipping rates and policies)

ASIN: B00TPDQ7A0

Epsoak Sleep Formula
Epsom Salt 3 pack -
Sleep Well & Relax,
Lavender Infused…

 133
$16.49  

Bath Bombs Gift For Her
-Gifts Cosmetics
Anniversary Birthday
Fizzy Bomb For…

 505
$10.99  

Customers who bought this item also bought Page 1 of 20

“DETOX & SLIM DOWN” -
100% Pure Dead Sea Bath
Salts / Cleanse, Purify &
Fight Cellulite / Rich In…

 547
$24.95 

100% Natural Cellulite
Treatment, Body Slimming
& Toning Cream - 'Skinny
Bod!' by Vi-Tae® - For a…

 100
$14.95 

100% Natural Cellulite
Cream, Firming &
Smoothing Treatment Just
For Stomach, Butt,…

 79
$14.95 

Weight Loss Bath Salt -
Pure Epsom Salt Bath
Soak With Grapefruit &
Geranium Essential Oil &…

 31
$15.99 - $42.77

“MUSCLE & JOINT
RELIEF” - 100% Pure Dead
Sea Bath Salts / Melt The
Aches & Pains Away…

 547
$24.95 
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UPC: 784672837125 794168456952

Average Customer Review:    532 customer reviews

Amazon Best Sellers Rank: #248,204 in Beauty & Personal Care (See Top 100 in Beauty & Personal Care)
#662 in Beauty & Personal Care > Bath & Shower > Bath > Minerals & Salts

Would you like to tell us about a lower price?

Important information
Indications
NOTICE: Vi-Tae products should not take the place of qualified medical diagnosis or treatment, nor are they meant to cure any disease or medical condition. Please
seek the advice of a medical professional if you are having any chronic skin conditions or medical issues. Discontinue use of these or any products if you experience
allergy or irritation. If you are pregnant or have a medical condition, consult with your healthcare practitioner before commencing any aromatherapy bath salt routine.

Ingredients
100% pure dead sea salts, lavandula hybrida (lavandin) oil, lavandula angustifolia (lavender) oil, santalum paniculatum (hawaiian sandalwood) oil, citrus reticulata
(tangerine peel) oil, melissa officinalis (melissa) oil, backhousia citriodora (lemon myrtle) leaf oil, citrus bergamia (bergamot) oil, boswellia carterii (frankincense) oil,
graveolens (geranium) flower oil, vanilla planifolia (vanilla bean absolute) oil.

Directions
For optimum results, add 1/4 cup to tub of warm water and let it dissolve. Hop into the tub, soak 20 minutes, immersing your body, keeping the water at a consistent
temperature. When done, rinse off thoroughly and pat dry. Immediately wrap yourself in a towel and relax under a warm blanket for 15-30 minutes as your body
continues to benefit from the soothing, relaxing effects of this soak and detoxifies through perspiration. Rest afterwards. USE 2-3 TIMES PER WEEK

Ad feedback

Customer questions & answers

Related Video Shorts

0:34

Customer Review:
Pampering soaker

Sponsored products related to this item (What's this?) Page 1 of 14

Cocovit - Organic
Coconut + Rose Bath
Salts (7oz)

 1
$42.00  

Summit Relax Bath Tea
Salts Collection
pennyRae
$32.00 

Sea Salt (2lb.)
$10.00  

Dead Sea Salt SuperSalt
Healing Soothing for
Bathing with Colloidal
Oatmeal, Lavender, and…

 1
$9.29 

Bokek Fresh Scents -
Lavender Bath Salt - 2.2
lbs.
$24.95 
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Have a question? Search for answers
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Customer reviews

3.9 out of 5 stars

Top customer reviews

Dissolve in cup of microwave water, otherwise they will not dissolve!
By Traveler on June 7, 2017
Size: Bye Bye Flare Ups 16oz Verified Purchase

Comment Was this review helpful to you? Report abuse

Good Strong
By Dan Lebryk TOP 100 REVIEWER on August 17, 2014
Size: ReBoot+ReStart 16oz Verified Purchase

Customer images
   

See all customer images

Most recent customer reviews

Five Stars
good
Published 2 months ago by Irin

Four Stars
Like this product very much.
Published 7 months ago by Amazon Customer

Five Stars
It smells really nice and relaxing!
Published 7 months ago by Dain M

Great holiday deal; made for a
great Christmas gift
Bought this during a cyber Monday deal and it was a
great deal.
I gave it a 4 out of 5 only because I feel at the price it
is without the deal is a bit high.

1 
vote

Question: can you combine the salts together when making a bath

Answer: Sure doesn't hurt anything. Mix half and half if you like. 
By Joe on January 10, 2016

1 
vote

Question: How would you describe the scent? Someone said "medicinal" - would you say eucalyptus-y?

Answer: No, I definately don't think it is medicinal, but not not as fresh as eucalyptus. It is a pleasant scent but not very strong. 
By Audrey Cook on April 10, 2015

 See more answers (1)

1 
vote

Question: where are the reviews for this? I don't understand why amazon has the reviews for a different vi Tae product on this
page! Get it together please!

Answer: Well, I never used the acne product, but I did use the cellulite bath salts, they really work. Your skin will feel tighter and
it will be silky smooth, I highly recommend it. If you need and acne review, can't help you there, sorry. 
By Amazon Customer on March 10, 2016

 See more answers (1)

1 
vote

Question: can i apply this to my face as well?

Answer: I don't feel it would hurt your face, but as a bath salt, you're to soak in it and not use it as a facial product or exfoliant
per se. As a soak, it did not irritate my face or scalp and my skin is fairly sensitive so I would hope you have similar
results, all the while not promising anything unfortunately; but again … see more 
By mikem on March 7, 2016

 See more answers (1)

See more answered questions (14)

532

5 star 75%
4 star 12%
3 star 6%
2 star 2%
1 star 5%

Share your thoughts with other customers

Write a customer review

See all verified purchase reviews

I was not in the midst of a "flare up" so that calming effect will have to be shown later.
However, skin did feel good after using.

Word of caution: These salts do not dissolve easy. I actually tested them in very very hot water,
and found that they needed to have more boiling water added to the cup prior to placing them in the bath water.

If you do not do this, most will not dissolve, and good portion of your money wasted.
I would micro a glass measuring cup of water, and add the 1/4 cup to that. Then,
wait for the salts to dissolve, then run your bath water.

Yes No

Whoa, of all the Vi-Tae bath salts, this one is by far my favorite. This salt dissolves completely in my bath water
(the others leave this funky white capsules floating around the tub). And the smell is just heavenly - big time
peppermint and tea tree oil. I love that the crystals are irregular and kind of damp.

This is the best relaxing bath salt I have run into in a long time. There is a strong smell of peppermint with other
things - patchouli, cinnamon, rosemary, thyme, and sage.

Smells are certainly personal - what one person thinks is heavenly, could be just horrible to another. This bath
salt goes for strong and in your face, it isn't a middle of the road salt.
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Comment 2 people found this helpful. Was this review helpful to you? Report abuse

Keeping Medical Technicians on the go to Keep You on the go.
By trying to be helpful-Vicki on November 4, 2014
Size: Pain, Pain, Go Away! 16oz Verified Purchase

Comment 5 people found this helpful. Was this review helpful to you? Report abuse

Awesome!!
By Suz on March 17, 2015
Size: ReBoot+ReStart 16oz Verified Purchase

Comment One person found this helpful. Was this review helpful to you? Report abuse

Hands down greatness!
By Amy Franklin on March 8, 2016
Size: Skinny Bath 16oz Verified Purchase

Comment One person found this helpful. Was this review helpful to you? Report abuse

Does a good job at smoothing
By Lynn on June 22, 2015
Size: Skinny Bath 16oz Verified Purchase

Comment One person found this helpful. Was this review helpful to you? Report abuse

Two Stars
By kaitlin on May 14, 2017
Size: Bye Bye Flare Ups 16oz Verified Purchase

Comment Was this review helpful to you? Report abuse

This is a LIFE SAVER!!!! Cannot live without!!
By the_alchemist on August 22, 2013
Size: Take It Easy! 16oz Verified Purchase

Published 7 months ago by Lauren

Don't waste your money
Did not work for me at all way too much money to pay
for a jar that size. Better off soaking in light bleach
bath.
Published 9 months ago by Ted

Five Stars
Didn't notice a difference.
Published 10 months ago by Debbie

Have someone open for you then
you are great!
Bath salts - lovely fragrance and great for easing tired,
hurting joints and muscles. My only complaint is: this
product is for people with arthritis --- Well, I tried for
two...
Published 12 months ago by AZN CUST NC

I've used it for a week and I am
suffering ...
I've used it for a week and I am suffering from eczema
and I felt the difference and improvement
It really is gorgeous
Published 1 year ago by Amazon Customer

Two Stars
No Extra sweat or detox feeling
Published 1 year ago by Amazon Customer

Delivered quickly but I have not had
a chance to ...
Delivered quickly but I have not had a chance to see
any difference yet. Only
Used it 3 times so far.
Published 1 year ago by Amazon Customer

Search customer reviews

Yes No

I purchased this for my husband who suffers from all the above listed items and probably a bit of diabetic
neuropithy as well, He called me (he is out of state) from the tub to tell me he loved it and could I please order 2
more immediately. He passed one on to a co-worker who also raved about it. They are both medical
technologists and aren't young, putting in some grueling hours which would take it's toll on much younger men.
Standing, walking, running, bending, lifting, very precise work at a quick pace.

I sent him several other products that got great reviews by other reviewers, but I think that whole "dorm" for
traveling med-tech's is now partaking of this product the second they walk in their doors.

He says it works better than narcotics or ibuprofen which really amazed me!

Yes No

Totally awesome product!! It was quite a nice surprise given that I had never tried this product before. I was just
browsing for a good bath salt and this is just one of the best!! Will definitely purchase again.

Yes No

We can't stop using it. We are in love with the balance of cleanliness and moisturizer!!!

Yes No

I ordered this product several months ago. I didn't use as often as I should have because with my busy schedule
quick showers work better for me. However, I have to say that when I did get the chance to soak, my skin was
very smooth and soft after adding the salts to my bath water. So, it does a pretty good job at smoothing your
skin. I will try to use more often this time around to see if it makes difference in my cellulite.

Yes No

Didn't help (or hurt, which I guess is good) my eczema

Yes No

This product saved me!! I was in a car accident a few years ago that has permanently left me with chronic
muscular problems in my back. After a day of work I am so sore and in so much pain that all I want to do is go
home and relax. With 3 little ones running around that is almost impossible....so my hunt for a treatment that
does not include awful pain pills that my doctor recommended has been on for quite a while... I've tried
NUMEROUS bath salt soaks that only provide about half of the pain relief as "Take It Easy". It is simply
wonderful! Now I come home, soak for about 15-20 minutes and I step out of the bath like a completely new and
revived person. Not only is my pain gone, but it leaves my skin feeling clean, toned and it even looks better, I
would assume that is from all of those wonderful minerals. This is simply a wonderful wonderful product that has
changed my life, thank you Vitae!

Read more
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